How to Hire
Online

A Proven how-to
guide for home
improvement
companies to
hire digitally

Introduction

The home improvement industry is
growing at a record pace, but
companies are struggling to stay
fully staffed.
This step-by-step guide will keep your home improvement
company supplied with a high-quality pipeline of qualified
applicants with zero dollars of marketing spend.

Consider the employment
situation in 2 simple statistics:

Our industry is growing fast, with just under half of the
industry reporting their best year ever in 2021.

But a huge majority of the industry has open job positions,
which is a performance bottleneck for future growth.
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The Steps

Luckily, the solution to staffing
problems is easy to implement with
this step-by-step guide.
The modern home improvement workforce is looking for work
online - here are you steps to find the right people for free.

1
2
3

Write your Job Descriptions
(or use our templates)
Identify your Target
Geographies
Post your Jobs Online

The core of this proven digital recruitment strategy is variety.
We will show you how to take one core job description (we'll
even provide you with free templates!), and post it in every
town where your ideal employee could live.
This simple step ensures that you get the volume of qualified
applicants that you need.
Of course, the proof is in the results - we've run this strategy
extensively to work out the hiccups so you don't have to!
Read our results below.
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The Proof

Our online recruiting method is
tested and proven to work.
Seriously, you wouldn't believe the amount of bad advice
floating around on the internet for home improvement
companies!
Here are our results from the first 30 days of recruiting in 3
geographic markets.

First 30 Days Across 3 Markets

Dozens of qualified applicants
from coast to coast
The results really speak for themselves!
When you follow the steps in this guide, you're going to see:
Qualified applicants, folks you will want to hire
High-volume results, enough to staff a growing medium-tolarge home improvement company
Performance across every area of your company, from inhome sales to the phone room to the installation department.
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Step 1:
Job Descriptions

Your goal when you are writing
your job descriptions is to
convince experienced applicants
to apply
Keep it simple is the rule of successful job descriptions. Write
exactly how much you need to convince a qualified applicant
to apply, and nothing more!
Here is what to emphasize:

Your
Your
Your
Your

Culture & Reputation
stability & years in biz
location
pay rate

Folks get caught up on pay rate, but it is really mandatory for a
successful recruitment program. You can list a range, even a
wide range, so don't worry too much about publicizing what you
pay your employees!

AND That's it!
Once you've written a persuasive job listing that has the above
details, STOP WRITING! Short and sweet is the name of the
game. Applicants will not read the job listing if it is too long.
Make sure that you don't fall into the trap of trying to interview
your applicants by writing a job description that has
requirements that only a superhero would meet -Your goal is to
get experienced applicants, not perfect applicants!
You will find the perfect applicants by reviewing the resumes
you recieve and interviewing the best candidates.
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Sales Representative Job Description

Job description template #1:
Sales Rep

Job Title:
Mix and match for titles like “Sales Rep / Designer”
Sales Representative
In-Home Sales
Sales
Sales Associate
Sales Executive
Sales Rep
Designer
Design Consultant
Description:
Codes to replace: [companyname] [city] [yearlyaverage]
[yearlymaxsalary] [jobtitle] [yearsinbiz]
Our team at [companyname] has made home improvement
headache-free and cost-effective for over [yearsinbiz]
years. We have an immediate opening for [jobtitle]
applicants in our [city] location for a full-time position.
Highly driven individuals who want scheduling flexibility
and the freedom to maximize their earning potential are
especially encouraged to apply. Our median In-Home Sales
Professionals earn about [yearlyaverage] per year, but our
top performers earn well above [yearlymaxsalary].
Why work at [companyname]? Simple! We deliver you
warm, confirmed leads and an industry-leading sales
training program that will ensure your success.
As a successful candidate for this position, you must:
Be a moral and upstanding person
Be willing to learn and adhere to our proven sales
system
Have reliable transportation and not struggle to make
appointments on time
Have the willingness to succeed and overcome
obstacles
Requirements for successful candidates:
Two years or more of in-home sales experience. Home
improvement sales experience is an advantage.
Good driving record and valid driver's license.
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Installer Job Description

Job description template #2:
Installer

Installer Job Description
Job Title Options:
Mix and match for titles like “Installer / Carpenter”
Construction Worker
Carpenter
Installation Helper
Bathroom Installer
Installer
Remodeling Crew
Remodeler
Remodeler
Contractor
Installation Tech
Sub Contractor
Description:
Codes to replace: [companyname] [city] [payrate] [jobtitle]
[productspecialties]
[companyname] in [city] is seeking experienced [jobtitle] to
add to our growing team of home improvement pros. Here
you have the opportunity to work with a team of hard
working and honest people who care about you and your
success. We promote from within, and respect the hard
work you put in every day. We specialize in
[productspecialties].
About The Position
In this full-time position, a [jobtitle] can earn a competitive
wage up to [payrate], based on previous experience. We
also provide lucrative incentives for great performance.
Looking for a change or new opportunity where you can
excel? Here's your chance.
Qualifications:
Must have personal reliable transportation to drive to
job sites and valid driver’s license.
Must be able to load / unload job materials in trucks and
on job sites.
Must have 2 years or more of construction experience.
General knowledge of construction material / tools.
Help at various job sites as needed.
Ability to read a tape measure and take measurements.
Ability to be a team player, work as part of a team and
follow instructions.
Willing to learn, grow, take charge, and progress into
becoming a potential lead installer.
If this position sounds interesting and you meet the
qualifications above, we want to talk with you!

Job description template #3:
Call Center

Call Center Representative Job
Description
Job title:
Mix and match for titles like “Call Center Rep / Inbound
Marketing”
Call Center Representative/Rep
Customer Service Representative/Rep
Inbound Marketing Agent
Office Administrator/Assistant
Receptionist
Customer Care
Phone Team
Description:
Codes to replace: [companyname] [city] [payrate] [jobtitle]
[yearfounded]
Since [yearfounded], [companyname] has made home
improvement affordable and headache-free. Our winning
team has an immediate opening in our [city] location. This is
a full-time [jobtitle] position.
Confident and outgoing people who are looking for a
flexible schedule and the ability to grow their earnings are
especially encouraged to apply.
Our Customer Care team is staffed by phone professionals
who set appointments with warm phone calls, both inbound
and outbound. That’s right, zero selling is required!
As a successful candidate for this position, you must:
Have a great attitude and friendly disposition
Be willing to learn and follow our proven appointment
setting system
Have the can-do mindset to overcome objections and
provide a great customer experience
Requirements for successful candidates:
Two years or more of phone answering experience or
office administrative experience. Experience in the
home improvement industry is an advantage.
Excellent interpersonal skills and communication skills
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Step 2:
Target Locations

You want your job to appear in
every town where an ideal
employee might live.
To make sure that your job appears in front of all eligible
applicants who would be a great fit, that means appearing in
every town that would be a comfortable commute to your
business location!
Make a list of locations that:

Are a comfortable commute
Have significant population
Are sufficiently varied, with 3-6
town being ideal
One easy way is to select large towns off of Google Maps that
are within a small radius of your location. You'll want to choose
towns with about 50,000+ in population, about 20-30 minutes
away from you (or less). You'll want 3-6 towns in all!

AND That's it!
You'll use these town names as your target locations in the next
step, so just carry these town names forward to the next page.
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Step 3:
Post Your Jobs

The last step is actually the
easiest - posting the job!
There are a lot of free job listing sites you can choose from - like
LinkedIn, Facebook Jobs, or even Craigslist. We find that
Indeed works the best for the home improvement and home
services industries!
For posting your job, you will post the job with slight variations
in each of your target towns from Step 2.
Here are some best practices:

Use a unique job title
Slightly change the job
description
include pay details *ALWAYS*!
Many company owners are worried to post pay details on their
job postings. There's nothing to fear! Simply use a range, or use
an "up to" pay rate that would apply to the best possible
applicant.

AND That's it!
You'll repeat this step 1-2 times for each town where you want
your applicants to find your job listing. A good strategy is to use
a "senior" job title and then a "regular" job title - like turning
your job posting for a "sales rep" into a "senior design
consultant", to appeal to applicants looking for more serious
responsibilities on the job!
When you run 5-6 job postings at once, you should find you get
multiple qualified candidates daily - solving your trouble with
job vacancies sitting open and slowing down your growth!
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